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Abstract
This article is a reflection on the use of theatre creation in qualitative research with migrant farm workers in Ontario, Canada. In this article I examine how the fundamentally embodied and kinesthetic dimensions of seasonal agricultural workers’ lives in Canada highlight the need to seek out and develop corresponding embodied approaches that are able to access and accurately represent the fraught and dynamic nature of workers’ experiences. I bring together ideas from both arts-informed research and participatory action research, and I examine how engaging research participants directly in collective theatre creation can effectively disrupt accepted ways of being and offer an important intervention on worker habitus. I reflect on how through incorporating an element of play-creation in the qualitative research process, I was able to a) access forms of knowledge that may otherwise have remained tacit and b) offer a disruption of the norms of isolation and antagonism endemic to daily life in Canada’s Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program.

Introduction
This article is concerned with developing an approach to participatory qualitative research that prioritizes embodied knowledge and participant voice, and which offers the possibility of critical social intervention. The article recounts the design and implementation of a theatre-based research project with agricultural workers who participate in Canada’s Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program (SAWP). The SAWP is an international bi-lateral labour migration program between Canada, Mexico and several Caribbean countries. The SAWP has been in existence since 1966, making it the oldest incarnation of Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Program, a labour migration system that has been both growing exponentially and attracting a great deal of criticism in recent years. This article is a reflection on how to develop a critical, action-oriented approach to examining the perspectives and experiences of a population that is largely hidden. Specifically, I undertake an experiment in the use of artistic methods to consider different ways in which social science research can best capture the effects of public policies and organizational practices on the lives of a group of workers whose voice is typically neglected from discussions of social policy.

Unlike forms of performance ethnography that focus on the artistic dissemination of collected ethnographic data, this project employed popular theatre-style techniques directly with research participants. This article finds that by incorporating a kinesthetic, embodied, and highly participatory approach to gathering qualitative data, I was able to approach workers as both ‘knowers’ and embodied subjects, in turn provoking a critical disruption of worker habitus. The article describes how workers’ engagement with dramatic movement, collective play-creation, and subsequent small group discussions offered a unique method for both uncovering tacitly held knowledge and intervening on
accepted ways of being. I argue throughout this article that this type of knowledge could not be produced solely through more traditional forms of qualitative research methods, such as semi-structured interviews or participant observation, thus offering a compelling example of what Denzin (2009: 255) has referred to as a ‘critical performance pedagogy that matters’. This article contributes to emerging debates on the use of the arts in qualitative research, particularly to nascent discussions on how and why to incorporate performative techniques in the realm of fieldwork, as opposed to dissemination. This article also contributes to current discussions in the area of precarious work (Mirchandani et al., 2016; Quinlan, 2011) that focus on the need to develop innovative research methods that de-emphasize a deficit approach to understanding workers’ life worlds and instead highlight worker agency (Tuck, 2008). This is an area in which access to workers can be challenging, particularly when labour precarity intersects with precarious citizenship status, as is the case with temporary foreign workers in Canada. Therefore, by providing a detailed account of a participatory and embodied approach to engaging this population, this article provides a unique contribution to the development of worker-centred research methods in this area.

The article begins with an examination of why it is important to incorporate an embodied and kinesthetic approach to qualitative research with migrant farm workers in Canada. In this section I argue that an investigation of workers’ lives in the SAWP must incorporate an embodied approach to knowledge production – one that recognizes a need to address forms of control and discipline endemic to state-managed labour migration in industries that require so-called ‘low-skilled’ labour, such as agriculture. Specifically, I explore how Canada’s SAWP regulations and practices aimed at limiting the physical mobility of workers’ bodies through the tethering of workers to their worksites throughout the duration of their contracts highlight the need to approach workers not just as
research informants, but as embodied subjects. This is followed by a review of performance-oriented ethnography, with a focus on how theatre creation in qualitative research can integrate a dialogic, participatory and action oriented approach that can generate rich and nuanced understandings of workers’ daily lives and present a challenge to the accepted norms of control. In the next sections I present and discuss some key moments from my research. These sections engage directly with workers’ creation of a play that portrays the true-to-life experiences of a new worker to Canada’s SAWP. I provide an analysis of workers’ own engagement with play creation in order to examine how a kinesthetic and embodied approach to qualitative research can a) enhance workers’ voice and access forms of knowledge that would otherwise remain tacit and b) offer a disruption of the norms of isolation and antagonism common to daily life in the SAWP.

Embodied experiences of employment within Canada’s SAWP

This section will focus on aspects of the SAWP experience that highlight the importance of explicitly considering the embodied experiences of workers who find themselves at the nexus of precarious work (Vosko, 2006) and precarious citizenship (Goldring, Berinstein and Bernhard, 2009). It must be stated from the beginning that the physical labour that SAWP workers undertake on a daily basis is a deeply kinesthetic activity. Throughout this article I therefore make the case that any qualitative analysis of SAWP workers’ experiences would benefit from an embodied approach to research, one that prioritizes the need to bring to the surface knowledge in the body that may otherwise remain tacit (Polanyi, 1983). Scholars such as Wacquant (2004) and Samudra (2008), for example, have developed approaches to qualitative research that treat the body as a primary site of cultural, social and political knowledge. In their work with male boxers and martial artists respectively, these researchers have examined the use of ‘embodied ethnography’ or ‘thick participation’ in developing rich descriptions of kinesthetic practices among research participants (Samudra, 2008: 665). Thinking beyond the manual labour itself, in the context of Canada’s SAWP, an embodied approach to knowledge production also highlights particular forms of discipline that are unique to how temporary foreign worker programs in Canada have been administered historically, thus emphasizing an even more urgent need to actively engage workers’ bodies in the research process. Specifically, the SAWP requires that workers remain with their state-approved employer for the duration of their contracts and that employers must provide on-site housing to their workers, essentially tethering workers’ bodies both to their employers and to their worksites. This living-at-work arrangement maximizes workplace discipline by extending the invisible reach of employee management from the workplace to the intimate spaces of workers’ homes and private relationships. For SAWP workers, this structure permeates every social interaction and may facilitate the development of habitual and embodied practices that can play an integral role in both upholding and resisting acceptable ways of being. Recent literature has examined how limiting the employment and citizenship rights of migrant farm workers is a key element in the bio-political control of temporary foreign workers in Canada on a societal scale (Perry, 2012b). The SAWP living-at-work arrangement demonstrates on a more intimate scale how SAWP policies impact workers’ everyday experiences of
employment in banal settings such as the workplace and the dormitory. The question remains of how this arrangement shapes workers’ bodies in their daily routines of work, friendship and the mundane tasks of daily social reproduction.

Binding workers to a single employer for the duration of their contract is an essential dimension of SAWP workers’ embodied experiences of employment (Horgan and Liinamäki, 2017; Preibisch, 2004). Crucially, the SAWP contract stipulates that employers must provide housing to their workers (Employment and Social Development Canada, 2017). Worker dormitories are often physically attached to the worksite itself, ensuring workers’ limited mobility on an everyday scale (Basok, 2002: 106-128; Reid-Musson, 2017). In the context of contemporary mobile and migrant worker regimes, both in Canada and internationally, the purpose of dormitories is to ‘attach single workers for short term capture’ (Smith, 2003: 334). Studies globally have shown how migrant worker dormitories in the context of present-day global capitalism operate as a tool to maximize the control of temporary labour (Cravey, 1998; Pun, 2009). For workers who participate in Canada’s SAWP, the intimate environment of the dormitory topples the binary of the public and the private as both workplace and household relationships collapse into a singular geographical site. Under this system, activities such as cooking, laundry, communicating with family members and the forging of friendships among workers and socializing in their off-work time more often than not occur on company property. As such, for SAWP workers, the simplest, most commonplace processes of daily social reproduction, what Katz (2001: 711) refers to as the ‘fleshy, messy, and indeterminate stuff of everyday life’ occur within the realm of the agricultural production unit and fall within the scrutiny and control of employers and even state officials.

Attaching workers to the worksite through the mechanism of the dormitory enables intimate invasions of state and employer control of the labour process, giving rise to what Foucault referred to as ‘an entire micro-power concerned with the body’ (Foucault, 1978: 146). This key insight from Foucault opens a window to understanding how state policies that restrict the mobility of migrant workers are performed in daily life through workers’ interpersonal interactions with employers and fellow workers. From the SAWP living-at-work arrangement emerges a certain ‘politics of intimacy’ that permeates the social relations that develop in the program. The relationships that develop between workers are crucial to understanding the micro-political dynamics that shape daily life as a migrant worker in Canada. To borrow from Stoler’s work on intimacies in the context of colonial relations (Stoler, 2006: 36), it is within these intimate relationships where regimes of labour and migration control are ‘imposed, worked around, and worked out’. For SAWP workers, the performance of everyday life in the workplace/dormitory is not purely personal but rather is ‘infused with worldliness’ (Pratt and Rosner, 2012: 3). Workplace and dormitory social relationships take on specific political and social meanings that are shaped by workers’ experiences of international migration and confinement.

The SAWP living-at-work arrangement as it is described here has serious implications for workers’ embodied experiences of work and employment. This arrangement ensures that workers’ bodies become, to cite the vivid imagery of Harvey (2000: 117), a ‘battleground’ within which and around which political economic forces are continuously at play. State policies that constrain workers’ mobility are performed not only at the international border, but are therefore also ‘inscribed on the body in daily life where the state
influences the body in the most intimate and far reaching ways…’ (Mountz and Hyndman, 2006: 452). The work Bourdieu is useful here for reflecting on how everyday practices that evolve in this environment may produce what he coined habitus – a system of internalized dispositions that can mediate between social structures and everyday individual practices and interpersonal relations (Bourdieu, 1977: 81). Bourdieu describes habitus as a learned process of self-regulation that is environmentally determined (Bourdieu, 1977: 72). For workers employed in Canada’s SAWP, the production of habitus evolves from embodied experiences of navigating the particular spatial organization of the SAWP workplace/dormitory. Developing a research design that captures and examines workers’ embodied social relations may provide a unique lens through which to explore political processes related to migration and work, and the emotional and material effects these have on temporary foreign workers in Canada.

An embodied approach to research is embedded in feminist methodological traditions (Inckle, 2010) and is complimentary to feminist scholarship that highlights how people experience oppression primarily through the body (hooks, 1994). For the project described in this article, I have found inspiration in the words of bell hooks (1994: 139), who said: ‘we must return to a state of embodiment in order to deconstruct the way power has been traditionally orchestrated’. I make the case here that a critical approach to deconstructing habitus through engaging the body in research encounters is a significant turn toward prioritizing the agency of research participants themselves (Maynes, Peirce and Laslett, 2008: 30-33). This is a move toward approaching the research encounter not just as a site of knowledge production, but also as a process of reflecting on and challenging accepted ways of being. As such, an embodied approach toward research with migrant workers can contribute significantly to the development of anti-oppressive research methodologies (Brown and Strega, 2005) and ‘decolonizing’ approaches to adult learning (Ng, 2011). Paying attention to the complexities of participants’ individual subjective worlds in the context of the workplace/dormitory by engaging the physical body may offer insights into the dynamics of worker habitus in Canada’s SAWP, and significantly, may contribute to its potential transformation. Having established the methodological importance of approaching the body as a starting point for conducting qualitative research with temporary foreign workers in Canada in the following section I will lay the groundwork for developing a theatre-based approach to active research that seeks to achieve exactly that.

**Theatre as kinesthetic and embodied action research**

The use of the arts in qualitative research has been gaining legitimacy in recent years (Knowles and Cole, 2008). Within the wider category arts-based or arts-informed qualitative research there has been a keen interest in how to develop the use of the performing arts, particularly amongst ethnographers (Pelias, 2008). Proponents of performance inquiry argue that as ‘the performer relies upon the body as a location of knowledge’ (Pelias, 2008: 186), the use of performance in ethnographic research can be an ‘intensely sensuous’ (Conquergood, 1991: 180) methodological tool. In recent decades, this has been a methodological discussion primarily waged within the areas of communication studies and educational ethnography (Bagley, 2008; Denzin, 2009). A crucial
development within this ‘performance turn’ in qualitative research has been a growing interest in the use of what has come to be known as performance ethnography (Denzin, 2009; Foster, 2012; Goldstein et al., 2014; Rossiter et al., 2011). The use of theatre has been gaining particular traction in this realm (Beck et al., 2011). The main question of performance ethnography relates to how to represent ‘qualitative research tales’ (Cancienne and Bagley, 2008: 170) beyond the boundaries of text as a way extending how ethnographers may disseminate and share data (Bagley, 2008; Jones, 2002). Within these debates, embodiment and kinesthetic awareness are topics that are often discussed in relation to the effective representation of ethnographic data in ways that can provoke more empathic and accessible characterizations of fieldwork (Kontos and Naglie, 2006).

What is still under-developed in this literature is how kinesthetic awareness may be employed in the generation of embodied knowledge with research participants in the field through movement and performance (Gray and Kontos, 2017). This article addresses this gap and replies to Denzin’s (2009: 267) call to develop a performative praxis that is ‘radically democratic, pedagogical, and interventionist’ – a collaborative action research pedagogy that can privilege embodied experience and provoke critical education. This is the kinesthetic and embodied approach to qualitative research that I wanted to incorporate in my fieldwork with SAWP workers. As such, my intention in this article is to move these debates away from a predominant focus on dissemination toward discussions related to the development of critical performance methods in the realm of qualitative fieldwork. In this way, this project brings together distinct ideas from both arts-informed research and participatory action research.

While relatively overlooked within arts-informed research debates, there are a growing number of examples of action research projects that integrate the use of drama techniques in working directly with research participants (Conrad, 2004; Gallagher and Wessels, 2013; Guard et al., 2012; Norris, 2011; Nouvet et al., 2017; Quinlan, 2009; Toffeng and Husted, 2011). Increasingly, researchers involved in this work have been integrating the work of late Brazilian theatre director and educator Augusto Boal as adapted from his renowned theatre-based popular education system known as the Theatre of the Oppressed (Boal, 1985, 2002). Originally developed by Boal as a theatrical intervention in community and group development, a small contingent of scholars is transposing his work into a unique tool for participatory and action research. Through their engagement with Boal’s work, these researchers have begun to develop a productive method for cultivating a reflexive practice of knowledge production grounded in participants’ embodied and collective experimentation with immediate life experiences (Quinlan, 2009). This typically involves the researcher facilitating basic theatre exercises or the creation of a collectively created play with a small group of research participants with the intention of eliciting conversations around a given topic related to the research at hand (Norris, 2011). For Quinlan (2009: 120), who has used the Theatre of the Oppressed in research with healthcare workers, this technique proved highly effective as a strategy for participatory engagement as, in her words, ‘assumptions and interpretive categories, related to the social and material worlds of the constituent group, are made visible and critically reviewed by the participants’. In the context of knowledge generation, this method has been said to be particularly good at ‘highlighting aspects of experience that had been in shadow, helping us to appreciate the drama and beauty of’
lives in our communities’ (Brydon-Miller, Friedman and Gaya, 2011). What these researchers have found is that these collective experiences of physically engaging participants’ bodies in the research process deliver a uniquely effective way of generating embodied personal narratives and of facilitating critical group conversations around sensitive topics that may otherwise be difficult to discuss.

There is a particular sensual quality to the process of theatre creation that I felt could be harnessed in my fieldwork with SAWP workers. As I have described earlier, I argue that any examination of the politics of intimacy that permeates SAWP workers’ lives in the workplace and dormitory needs to incorporate knowledge that is tacit, embodied, and not easily translated into words. Simply put, as manual labourers, SAWP workers spend the majority of their time engaging their bodies in a deeply kinesthetic activity that over time becomes memory in their bodies (Samudra, 2008: 665). Workers come to experience their lives in the SAWP through the everyday sensory experiences of work and dormitory living. In their very everydayness, these experiences are both fundamental to shaping workers’ impressions of life in the SAWP and yet may be so familiar as to be almost invisible. Day in and day out, workers’ bodies both adapt to and resist life’s daily pressures. It was my impression in designing this research that these were potentially integral experiences that would be difficult to access through interviews alone. This is particularly acute given SAWP recruitment practices that target workers with the lowest possible levels of formal education (Secretaría del Trabajo y Previsión Social, 2014). Given their work and limited education histories, SAWP workers may be more inclined to ‘think kinesthetically’ on the job, and may not be used to translating these experiences directly into interview responses (Samudra, 2008). I needed to integrate a research method that could engage participants at the level of ‘sensations and perceptions’ in such a way that would facilitate a critical dialogue with participants’ embodied memories of work (Lewis, 2012: 56). Popular forms of art, such as Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed, can be particularly effective at creating a pedagogical and research environment where workers are not only mentally engaged, but physically engaged, in effect discarding ‘the prejudice by which working-class activity is restricted to manual labour’ (Bishop, 2012: 38). Focusing on an examination of workers’ kinesthetic experiences of daily life provided a mechanism for accessing what Linds and Vetraino (2008: 16) have referred to as a certain ‘sensitivity to the intuitive, the hither side of words’. In designing a research project that utilized theatre creation, my intention was to create a research environment that could prioritize the embodied, difficult to access elements of workers’ experiences. By inviting participants to playfully involve their bodies in cooperative exploration I envisioned a process of discovery in which knowledge is not only produced collectively, but also one in which daily habits are continuously challenged and reinvented (Perry, 2012a). In so doing I incorpo rated an embodied, participatory, and collective approach that was designed as an excursion by research participants into ‘recollection and reflection’ (Ng, 2006: 2). Through drama-based activities, I was able to incorporate the use of participants’ actual bodies in research interactions. This approach to capturing respondents’ embodied experiences of work and migration deepened my methodological commitment to prioritizing worker voice and experience. Approaching the body as a primary site of interrogation through theatre creation and performance provided a method for developing a somatic narrative, and thus a more nuanced understanding workers’ lives.
In this project, I invited migrant farm workers from Canada’s hydroponic greenhouse industry located in Leamington, Ontario to participate in collective improvisation and playbuilding (Norris, 2011) grounded in the techniques derived from Theatre of the Oppressed. Participants were invited to explore questions related to the effects of constraining immigration policies and labour practices on their daily lives and interpersonal relationships. Over the course of six months, a small group of workers from Mexico joined me once a week in a local church basement on Sunday afternoons to participate in this theatre-based research collective. During this time, I was simultaneously conducting semi-structured interviews with a larger group of SAWP workers. These interviews helped to shape the discussions that took place and dramatic scenes that we created during the theatre workshops. In total I conducted 30 one-on-one interviews with workers and a total of 10 workers were involved in the theatrical portion of the project. Recruitment was mainly conducted through a local non-profit organization that provided free English classes for workers. A typical theatre-based session included workers’ participation in several theatrical games and activities. I then led group discussions tying the experience of participating in these activities to participants’ experiences of life in the SAWP, and to the interviews that I was simultaneously conducting with workers. Eventually, these discussions led to the creation of several dramatic scenes depicting the experiences of a worker from Mexico in his first year in the program navigating the complex relations between state officials, employers and fellow workers. The content of these scenes were discussed at length and developed into a short play. Starting from participants’ raw bodily experiences of life in the program meant that research participants could create a collective narrative grounded in real experiences of daily life. This was inspired by Norris’ (2011: 31) claim that ‘… improvisation can be a powerful form of inquiry’ in which participants may ‘phenomenologically reenact lived-experiences’ (2011: 34). One research participant (Mauricio) commented on how this phase of the research was particularly invigorating as he felt workers’ were being given the opportunity to portray their experiences honestly. ¹ In his words, this group of research participants was able to capture what he called ‘nuestro mero mole’, which roughly translates from Mexican Spanish as ‘our plain truth’. In this simple comment, Mauricio described his impression of legitimacy and authenticity that he felt the collective process of investigation grounded in kinesthetic exploration was able to generate. Engaging with the ‘plain truth’ of workers’ lived experiences allowed for new personal and collective discoveries and offered moments of rupture from which could emerge challenges to accepted forms of everyday social interaction, or habitus. Simply put, coming together to actively create physical improvisations that metaphorically examined the ‘politics of intimacy’ that infuse the SAWP living-at-work arrangement provided a unique platform for engaging workers in participatory-style qualitative research.

Theatre in action research with migrant farm workers in Canada

Theatrical exploration began with non-verbal physical improvisations of workers’ everyday lives and went on to include playbuilding and performance. Unlike other forms of performance ethnography, the development of a public performance was not prioritized. Instead,
my intention was to develop a critical performance tool that could be used in the service of data generation and analysis among a small group of research participants. Downplaying verbal communication and inviting workers to express themselves physically followed Boal’s (2002) insight that engaging with participants’ lived experiences through embodied images and movements prioritizes a way of knowing that necessarily involves the body. This approach is also consistent with popular forms of education used by Mexican-American agricultural workers during the Chicano movement in California in the 1960s (Broyles-Gonzales, 1994). In her analysis of how participatory theatre was used in the context of political struggle and social movement at this time Broyles-Gonzales (1994: 15) highlights the importance of memory and the body as central vehicles of cultural transmission within Mexican oral culture. In her words, ‘Memory should not be understood here as a cerebral, individualistic, psychological process, but in its collective and physical manifestation: as remembrance and transmission of the community’s knowledge through that community’s performance forms...’ A non-verbal and physical approach to storytelling such as Boal’s thus provided a culturally appropriate means of accessing workers’ embodied memories of work. This method offered a means of collectively examining tacit forms of knowledge that may otherwise have been difficult to discuss through more traditional forms of qualitative data gathering. This kinesthetic approach to data collection formed the basis for initiating a group dialogue among workers around how the SAWP working and living environment can impact the intimate social relationships that develop between co-workers. The research arena was thus transformed into a lively and vigorous pedagogical event. As such, more than asking questions and probing for details, my role as a researcher was to encourage participants to engage in a process of critical reflection grounded in ‘embodied critique and possibility’ (Linds, 2006: 123). In this section I discuss several key moments from my research process in order to demonstrate how engaging research participants kinesthetically provided both rich descriptions of workers’ everyday lives and a platform for critical reflection.

Examining SAWP co-worker relations through theatre creation

One central theme that emerged from both the interviews and the theatrical workshops was the topic of antagonistic relationships that seem to habitually develop between co-workers in the intimate spaces of the SAWP. Over the course of 10 weekly theatre research sessions, workers improvised, created images, and developed a play that examined how the SAWP working and living environment impacts workers’ relationships to each other. During these sessions workshop participants identified how a culture of intense competition develops between workers, explored the social and psychological impacts of hostile relationships at home and at work, questioned whether workers themselves were somehow complicit in nurturing a competitive environment, and examined the social costs of workers speaking out against it. These explorations culminated in the collective creation of a play that followed the experiences of a fictional protagonist named Jaime, a rookie SAWP worker from Mexico navigating his way through his first year in the program. The crest of the play focused on how Jaime decided to respond to his Canadian boss who was harassing him for not working fast or efficiently enough.
The play that workers created presented *Jaime* as lagging behind two of his co-workers, both of whom had been participating in the program and returning to the
same greenhouse operation over the course of many years. Participants developed the workplace scene in such a way that demonstrated how more experienced workers were able to move faster and thus could incur less attention from the employer. At one point the employer entered the scene and noticed that Jaime was having trouble maintaining the pace of his co-workers and that he was not doing his job properly. He began to follow Jaime, all the while yelling at him for not picking correctly or not moving fast enough. Eventually, the employer stopped all of the workers in order to reprimand Jaime directly. In order to get a sense of Jaime’s thought processes in this moment, during one of the rehearsals I asked the worker (Enrique) who was playing Jaime to explore his character’s options by examining his thoughts and feelings through attempting to voice aloud his character’s inner monologue, an established Theatre of the Oppressed technique (Boal, 2002: 19). Here is an example of what Jaime’s was thinking as he was getting harassed by his employer (as created by Enrique):

Oh, how much he makes me angry that damned boss. He walks behind me all the time. I’m still new and he never gives me the chance to learn. Always he’s right behind me. How I can’t stand how I come here and they discriminate against me. I’ll show him… I’ll show him… if he continues to reprimand me I’m going to drop him to the ground with a tomato. To tell the truth, I regret coming here. He’s making my blood boil. This is shit. I’m going back to Mexico. If I knew it would be like this I would never have come.2

As a group, the participants present in this workshop discussed how Jaime’s internal monologue captured both the desire and the reluctance of an SAWP worker to speak out about discrimination and harassment in the workplace. The group talked about how factors such as the possibility of getting fired and sent back to Mexico or the likelihood of getting ritually chastised by his co-workers for causing trouble may be enough for Jaime to decide to remain silent. However, after several rehearsals, the group decided that in the play Jaime should confront the boss directly in order to fully explore the potential consequences. In the surrounding scenes, research participants framed this small act of rebellion within the larger backdrop of a hyper-competitive workplace and dormitory environment, and as such were able to examine the questions of worker defiance and accommodation in a somewhat wider social context.

In the scene that participants ultimately created, Jaime became visibly upset and openly criticized the employer for not providing adequate training, and claimed that that was why he was not able to keep up with his more experienced co-workers. Fearful that the employer would punish the workers as a group for Jaime’s perceived transgression, his co-workers refused to translate Jaime’s words into English, and instead responded with things like, ‘oh I didn’t hear what he said. I was working’ (Co-worker 2). This made the employer more upset, and he confronted Jaime’s co-workers for not showing Jaime the proper way to do the work. The boss threatened to contact Mexican officials the following day in order to intervene and possibly repatriate Jaime to Mexico if his work did not improve. In a huff, the employer stormed out of the greenhouse. Once the employer was gone, Jaime’s two co-workers confronted Jaime about opposing the employer. Co-worker 1 (played by Javier) said: ‘Why did you react so insultingly? That’s not good, man. At the beginning you have to behave’. Co-worker 2 (played by Joachin), who was
playing the role of greenhouse foreman (also an SAWP worker), responded with the fol-
lowing line: ‘And that represents a problem for us too, because he wanted me to translate
what you were saying, and you were saying rude things. I won’t repeat those to him’. In
addition, they claimed that the employer may punish them all for being accomplices, and
if that were to happen it would be entirely Jaime’s fault. These co-workers expressed
anger against Jaime for disrupting the performance of expected roles, at once establish-
ing the societal norm and squashing the potential risk that they felt Jaime represented to
their collectively agreed upon performance of deference.

On their return to their shared dormitory, the foreman gave Jaime a hard time about
wanting to attend English classes after work. He taunted Jaime with lines like ‘Instead of
going to English class you should stay and clean the oven. Look, the floor is dirty’. When
Jaime eventually left the bunkhouse in order to attend classes, his co-workers talked about
him behind his back concerning how he got them into trouble with the boss earlier and
how if he does not improve at work they will all be dealing with the Mexican consu-
late. ‘And even with that problem looming’, complained Jaime’s co-worker, ‘he still
goes to learn English’. On his way back from English classes, Jaime overheard some of
what they were saying, and when he entered the kitchen he confronted his co-workers,
who teased him for wanting to learn English and insinuated that he was just interested in
flirting with the pretty teachers. His co-workers warned him not to go to English classes
the following night, but instead to stay in and clean so as to make up for what had hap-
pened earlier in the greenhouse. Jaime’s co-worker said: ‘Tomorrow you don’t go to
English classes. You have problems at work, and if some co-worker tells the boss that
you are not doing your share of the cleaning, that will make it worse. Tomorrow stay and
clean’. Feeling dejected, Jaime went to his dorm and called his wife. This was Jaime’s
side of the conversation he had with her:

I’m not really happy because the work is hard. The boss yelled at me three times today. And my
coworkers, they’ve been here a long time and they don’t like being around me. They get along
well with the boss. I feel discouraged. I regret coming, but I have to do it for the kids, because
I have no work back home. Everything that is happening is for the best. When I get back to
Mexico I’ll go to the Ministry of Labour and try to get sent somewhere else. I don’t want to
come back here. Good night, my love. I love you.

The dormitory scene ended with Jaime lying on his cot unable to sleep; alone in his
thoughts yet surrounded by his sleeping co-workers.

Discussion: bringing forth tacit knowledge and challenging
habitus

Starting with participants’ portrayal, through movement, of the hard physical labour that
workers undertake on a daily basis provided a particularly fruitful entry point to examin-
ing the internal landscapes of workers’ lives and subsequently the relationships that
develop in managed agricultural labour migration schema such as Canada’s SAWP. In
particular, the collective development of the fictional protagonist provided a vital lens to
observing workers’ decision-making processes at work and in the dormitory. As such, an
embodied and kinesthetic approach to qualitative inquiry revealed how the body, as a social and political ‘battleground’ (Harvey, 2000), can be a uniquely productive means of accessing tacit knowledge and addressing the ‘politics of intimacy’ that permeates SAWP workers’ lives. To this end, the inner monologue activity described above offered a crucial opportunity. In this moment Enrique portrayed a particularly difficult moment at work, then paused, reflected on his thoughts and verbally performed his innermost feelings for the purposes of character development and group analysis. By honing in on Enrique’s most intimate personal reflections, participants were able to discuss the complex array of issues workers must consider when deciding whether or not to speak out against a perceived injustice. The collective decision to have Jaime openly confront his employer offered further opportunities to elicit opinions and analyses concerning the development of a culture of acquiescence. Jaime’s conversation with his wife in the final scene highlighted his feelings of isolation, the difficulty of adjusting to his new situation, and his frustration with what he interpreted as his co-workers’ alignment with the employer. At the same time, he provided a reflection on how the need to support his family may oblige him to put up with a bad situation. The end is left open-ended. We are unsure as to whether Jaime will find his own path or give into the pressures to conform, thus facilitating a gateway for further group discussion. Exploring the inner lives of workers and placing these within the wider socio-political context of SAWP disciplinary practices elicited in-depth deliberations that dealt explicitly with the contours of migrant worker agency—discussions that would be difficult to facilitate through interviews. Engaging directly with Jaime’s inner monologue led to a collective examination of how antagonistic relationships can develop among workers. Theatrical improvisation brought the intimate and embodied dimensions of the SAWP living-at-work arrangement to the foreground. The ‘aesthetic event’ of play-creation with workers themselves generated a research environment in which dialogue could effectively take place (Lewis, 2012: 60). This environment fostered collaboration and encouraged research participants to come together to examine the more intimate elements of their lives and to connect these to the experiences of the collective. Theatrical improvisation was harnessed into a potent form of qualitative inquiry and resulted in a rich collective foray into tacit knowledge, memory, reflection and experimentation. The dialogue sparked by kinesthetic engagement and artistic expression proved to be a valuable springboard for both disrupting and critiquing the development of worker habitus. In having research participants gather together to creatively examine each other’s experiences of migration, harassment, survival, and resistance, data collection was thus turned into a process of learning, creativity, and group expression. This provided a unique disruption to workers’ expected performance of ‘knowing one’s place’ and ‘staying there’ (Bourdieu, 1977: 82). Investigating workers’ experiences through physicalization and improvisation was itself a disruption of the idea, first articulated in Plato’s Republic, that only the ‘middle classes have the leisure time to think and critically reflect’ (Bishop, 2012: 38). In the context of Canada’s SAWP, migrant farm workers coming together to laugh, play, and take part in an artistic event signified a breach in the accepted norms of control, and represented an essential step toward a process of decolonizing research (Kovach, 2005). Working kinesthetically and artistically meant treating participants as embodied subjects and incorporating both mind and body in a collective
reflection on how hegemonic ideologies are performed out of habit. Ng (2011: 361) refers to these types of pedagogical encounters as ‘decolonizing education’, or moments of interruption that serve to interrogate...

...how we, as individuals living within and being part of collectivities reproduce and sustain systems of oppression... through normalized patterns of behaviour that have been developed over time that have become ‘natural’, automatic and unconscious actions and ways of being in the world.

The process of play-creation itself was anathema to the reproduction of worker habitus and promoted in its stead a ‘habit of being where you were not supposed to be’ (Lewis, 2012: 40). More than just disrupting worker habitus through the process of artistic collaboration, however, collective creation also facilitated a critique of patterns of behaviour that reproduce systems of control. These moments of critique can be seen for example in workers’ decision to portray the development of co-worker antagonism not as a clash of individual personalities, but as a symptom of structural power imbalances and as an effect of precarity in both work (Jaime’s reflection on his economic need to adapt) and citizenship (workers’ physical tethering to the employer). This analysis runs counter to the organization of inter-worker relations that the SAWP engenders: relationships often characterized by social isolation, competition and worker-on-worker antagonisms. As such, the research process became not only a process of discovery, but of recovery (Park, 1993). What was recovered was participants’ capacity to step back and observe processes of control and experiment with new subject positions and possibilities for social transformation.

Conclusion

Incorporating a theatre-based approach to qualitative research design with migrant farm workers provided this research project with a very useful instrument for engaging the collective voice of research participants. It provided an avenue for accessing tacit and embodied forms of knowledge and a springboard for eliciting a reflection on and to a certain extent a critique of Canada’s SAWP living-at-work arrangement from the perspective of workers themselves. Specifically, this was achieved through an examination of a particular politics of intimacy that imbues worker-on-worker relations – a politics uncovered by engaging workers’ bodies directly in a theatrical exploration of their lives in Canada’s agricultural labour migration program. Participants examined through play creation and subsequent group discussions how the intimacy generated by Canada’s SAWP living-at-work arrangement produces an ideal environment for workers to collectively work out the performance of an accepted way of being. This is a way of being characterized by flexibility, compliance and accommodation in the face of employer hostility and the state-mandated confinement of workers’ bodies to employer property. What was worked out in the development and performance of this jointly created play, however, was participants’ unguarded examination of worker habitus and its development. This collective examination of Canada’s SAWP by workers themselves could itself be described as a challenge to the prescribed subject position of ‘migrant worker’.
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Notes
1. All workers were provided with pseudonyms.
2. All direct participant quotes have been translated to English from the original Spanish.
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